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Gifts to Cents-Ability (H000107) make a real difference in the lives of people like Pierre from  
Cameroon. In just one year, your donations of nickels and pennies allowed PHP to give nearly 
$48,000 in grants. 
 
One of those grants went to the Joining Hands Network in Cameroon, RELUFA, which in turn 
reached Pierre. Over the last ten years Pierre had been evicted three times to make place for 
plantations of a transnational fruit business. Impoverished by the recurrent losses and anxious 
to stay out of the company’s grip, he had recently decided to establish a new farm well beyond 
the boundaries of the huge agricultural estate. Pierre’s participation in the RELUFA Fair Trade 
dried fruit project, which sells to consumers in the United States as well as Cameroon,  not only 
meant he was able to relieve his children of the burden of labor and send them to school, but 
also left his family with a sense of financial stability they hadn’t known  before. The price on the 
local market fluctuates from one day to the other, which makes it impossible for farmers to do 
projections.  “But RELUFA pays a set price that suits both the farmers and the dryers.” says     
Pierre “Once we have set a price it can take six months before it may need to be reviewed.  
Altogether,” Pierre says, “there is no comparison.” 
 
Many presbyteries use their Cents-Ability money for local hunger projects. When 
sent to the PHP office, half of the funds raised for Cents-Ability go to national   
projects and half are used for international projects. For a complete list of projects 
funded by Cents-Ability and to learn more about starting a Cents-Ability program  
please visit www.pcusa.org/centsability. 
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